For a graph G, let  
Introduction
In this paper, the graphs we consider are finite, simple and connected. Undefined notation and terminology will follow those in [1] . Let G be a graph. , then G is called edge-uniformly H-colorable.
Throughout this paper, we use K p to denote the complete graph with p vertices and 
In Section 2, we prove an associate Theorem which will be used in the proofs of other theorems. In Subsection 3.1, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 and characterize the graphs G reaching the lower bound in 
An Associate Theorem
In this section, we shall prove an associate Theorem which will be used in the proofs of other theorems. Throughout this section, we assume that G and H are two graphs and  is an onto graph homomorphism from G to H. Note that we can also view  as a map from 
2) For any sets and , if and only if
, and so
Conversely, for each
. This proves
is an edge cut of 
and so is an edge cut cover of G. By Lemma 2.1 2), 
of k edge cuts of H such that every edge of H lies in exactly l members of
Lemma 2.4 Suppose that  is an onto graph homo-
If one of the following is true, then
There is a graph homomorphism from G onto H and H has a k-edge cut l-cover.
2) There is a graph homomorphism from G onto H and H has a k-edge cut at least l-cover.
3) G is edge-uniformly H-colorable and H has a k-edge cut average l-cover.
Main Results

Graphs with a Graph Homomorphism onto a Complete Graph
In this section, we present an alternative proof for Theorem 1.1 and determine all graphs G reaching the lower bound in Theorem 1.1 when G is edge-maximal K p -colorable. 
Lemma 3.1 Let p ≥ 2 be an integer and let 2
Suppose that there is an onto graph homomorphism from G to K p and G is edge maximal K p -colorable.
Then each of the following holds.
where equality holds only if G is edge-uniformly K p -colorable.
2) Among all edge-maximal K p -colorable graph G,
be an arbitrarily given graph homomorphism and let
, , ,
and let  also denote the induced map Then
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 and the assumption that 
s for some positive intes G is edge uniformly lorable. se that G is an ed ger s, which implie
By the proof of 1) , there is some positive integer s such that 
:
contrary to the choice of   
Graphs with a Graph Homomorphism onto a Circulant Graph
In this section, we verify the validity and sharpness of me that t
